Functional genetic polymorphisms in cytokines and metabolic genes as additional genetic markers for susceptibility to develop type 1 diabetes.
Genetic association with type 1 diabetes (T1D) has been established for two chromosomal regions: HLA DQ/DR (IDDM1) and INS VNTR (IDDM2). To identify additional genetic markers, we tested polymorphisms in regulatory regions of several cytokine and important metabolic genes. These polymorphisms exhibit functional consequences for expression and function. Functional genetic polymorphisms of proinflammatory (T-helper-1: IL-2, IL-12 and IFN-gamma), anti-inflammatory (T-helper-2: IL-4, IL-6 and IL-10) and metabolic (IGF-I, VDR and INS) genes were determined in 206 Dutch simplex families with juvenile onset T1D and the results were analysed using the transmission disequilibrium test. Significantly increased transmission to T1D probands was observed for the loci IDDM1, IDDM2 and the vitamin D receptor. Although none of the other individual polymorphisms was associated with disease individually, the combination of T-helper-2 and metabolic/growth alleles IL-10(*)R2, IL-4(*)C, VDR(*)C and IGF-I(*)wt was found to be transmitted more frequently than expected (67%, P(c)=0.015). We conclude that additional genetic predisposition to T1D is defined by combinations of markers (eg Th2 and metabolic) rather than by a single marker. The consequences of the increased transmission of a low Th2 expressing genotypes together with a normal Th1 profile may result in a net proinflammatory cytokine expression pattern.